JESSE & SUSAN QUINN FAMILY BIBLE
Circa Early 1800’s
Date: ! !
!
Transcribed by: !

Friday, April 10, 2009
T. Allen Quinn

Our family bible is in fair condition especially given its age. The bible is currently
privately held by Kim Peacock in Raleigh, NC and has been rebound to aid in its
preservation. Thanks to Kim for taking such good care of the bible handed down to her
after her grandmother’s death.
There are lost pages of all variety as a matter only of being nearly 200 years old. The
original front cover was missing when I first examined the bible in April of 2009. The
back cover was present, but was not attached to the rebound edition and it appears to
have a few pages fused to the back binding page. The rebound bible is missing the
following individual books along with what the original bible publisher notes describe
as pages that should have been present:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

First	
  Pages	
  of	
  Publication	
  Information
First	
  Pages	
  or	
  Table	
  of	
  Contents
Pages	
  of	
  Family	
  History
Parts	
  Of	
  Hebrews
All	
  Of	
  James
All	
  Of	
  1	
  Peter
All	
  Of	
  2	
  Peter
All	
  Of	
  1	
  John
All	
  Of	
  2	
  John
All	
  Of	
  3	
  John
All	
  Of	
  Jude
All	
  Of	
  Revelation
Any	
  Subsequent	
  Pages

Inside the bible there were 4 pages that bore hand written information. These pages
were after the weights and measures pages that separated the Old Testament from the
New Testament.
In the forthcoming pages you will find the births, deaths and marriage pages with a
transcription to immediately follow. Parts of the pages with the transcriptions are
intentionally left blank in an effort to keep the pages corresponding to their
transcriptions.
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Leslie Jones son of B. and Ida Jones born
January 18, 1871
(Ruel Bright Jones and Ida Mae Quinn)

Callie L Quinn borned
October 8th 1866
(Callie Lou Quinn)

Samuel Maxwell son of John & Catharine Maxwell born
April the 9th 1848
(Catherine Quinn)

Dan E. Quinn son born to W.F. Quinn and J.A. Quinn born
September 13, 1870
(Dan Enoch Quinn)

Franklin P. Quinn son was born to W.F. Quinn and J.A. Quinn
June 10, 1873
(Franklin Pugh Quinn, Watson Franklin Quinn & Julia Ann Garner Quinn)

Clyde Quinn daughter of W.F. Quinn and J.A. Quinn was born
August 11 1875
(Watson Franklin Quinn & Julia Ann Garner Quinn)

Minnie Lou Quinn daughter of W.F. Quinn & his wife Julia A. Quinn
born September 11 1877
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Cornelia Lena Quinn daughter of W.F. Quinn and J.A. Quinn was born
March the 28, 1881
(Watson Franklin Quinn & Julia Ann Garner Quinn)

Elberta Jones daughter of B. Jones and Ida Jones was born
November 20, 1899
(Ruel Bright Jones and Ida Mae Quinn Jones)

Zilpha Quinn was born
December 18, 1825
Ichabod Quinn was born
February 6, 1826
Narcissa Quinn was born
January 18, 1822
Catharine Quinn was born
January 23, 1831
Easter Quinn was born
January 2, 1841
Roy Jones was born to Ruel B. Jones on
27 July, 1893
(Ruel Bright Jones)
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Jesse Quinn was born
December 12 1794
Susan Quinn was born
September 22 1799
Abner Quinn was born
November 16 1816
Wat., F., Quinn born
April 4 1836
(Watson Franklin Quinn)

Eliza Quinn married (unreadable area)
Ichabod Quinn married (unreadable area)
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Callie L. Quinn died January 31
(Cannot Read Year – In Margin)

R. W. Quinn died February 12, 1854
Susan Quinn died Feb 27, 1854 at 54 years of age
Zilpha Quinn died 11, 1855 at 29 years of age
(Cannot Read Month)

Jesse Quinn died May 22,
(Then) January 22, 1860
The son of Jesse Quinn and Martha was born the 22nd of June 1858
(This is Martha Best)

Julia A. Quinn died Aug the 6 AD 1858
(This is the daughter of W.F. Quinn and Julia Ann Garner)

W.F. Quinn married December 21, 1865
(Julia Ann Garner)
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Cemeteries and Gravestones
Many gravestones exist in the Jesse Quinn Cemetery location both inside and outside of
the old dilapidated fence. In 2009, I unearthed the Susan Quinn headstone on the west
side of the fence in the adjoining pasture area as I was shuffling around and noticed the
alabaster white of the headstone beneath the ground’s surface.
A kind and warm thank you should be conveyed to Mr. Rouse Ivey for his assistance
and introduction to Mr. Jerry Grady, the property owner. The physical address is 575
Beautancus Road, Mount Olive, North Carolina and is in Duplin County.
As the map above depicts there is another cemetery identified 2500 feet NNW on
Beautancus Road that I identify here as the Jesse Brown Quinn cemetery. This cemetery
is maintained by our cousin A.D. Quinn who lives at 778 Beautancus Road, or just WNW
of the location. A.D. and Mr. Rouse were unaware that the cemetery on Mr. Grady’s
property was the final resting place for any Quinn’s, or Jernigans. The cemetery is
locally known as the Old Shine cemetery, but the Quinn’s predate the Shine & other
Jernigan family members interred here.
Jesse Brown Quinn was the son of Ziphia Brown and Jesse Quinn, Sr., his first wife.
Susan Jernigan was the second wife if Jesse Quinn, Sr. and their son Watson Franklin
Quinn is the half brother of Jesse Brown Quinn.
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There are many old Quinn & Jernigan cemeteries on Beautancus Road and Red Hill
Road which at the intersection of Summerlin’s Crossroads as you travel east toward
Summerlin’s Cross Roads on Beautancus Road the road’s name changes to Red Hill
Road. Also traveling back towards Mount Olive the name again changes names to
County Line Road as you cross over into Wayne County, North Carolina. The road is
further identified as SR (State Road) 1306.
The discovery of this cemetery could not have been accomplished without some very
old cemetery survey notes for Duplin County that were prepared by Lillian & Pearl
Houston. Thanks to both of you for the many years of hard work tramping through the
mud, weeds, woods and briar patches.
There is no copyright assigned to these images, they are contributed to the NC Archive
in Raleigh, North Carolina as a part of an ongoing effort to keep family records of
historical, or cultural value in the public domain.

Kindly,

T. Allen Quinn
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